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The main screen of the application will give you a quick idea about the application’s abilities. Using
the Burn selection, you can choose the kind of the CD you’re going to make. Tick the checkbox
“Auto-set the drive speed” to fix the writing speed automatically. Tick the checkbox “Allow drag
and drop” to add files via the interface. Select the “Burning Device”, the “Writing Speed” and
“Burning Quality”. Click the “Create new list” to build a new file list. Click the “Burn” to start the
burning process. Click the “Stop” to cancel the current burning process. Tick the checkbox “Save
and Load File Lists” to save your list of files in a file. Tick the checkbox “Burning always quick” to
specify whether the burning process will start automatically or not. Tick the checkbox “Burning onthe-fly” to add the new list of files to the burning process. Features: Create audio CDs from any of
the files on your hard drive. Burn a new CD for each disc. The supported file formats are WAV
and MP3. Create discs for home and car CD players. Burn CD Audio & MP3 CDs with embedded
cover art. Burning quality in the range of 5x-9x High quality burning High-quality burning
Interface: It takes a few seconds to load files to the list of files. You can drag and drop files or
folders to the list of files. The size of the list can be saved and loaded. You can also cancel the
burning process. Final Words: Quick-Burn is an easy burning application that works very well, it’s
easy to handle, but users should keep in mind that the application moves very slowly. Otherwise it
does the job pretty well. A total of 2862 users have given Quick-Burn a rating of 4.4/5. Publisher's
Description Quick-Burn is a Windows application that can burn audio CDs in a few clicks, using a
variety of file formats: MP3, WAV, AAC, O
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Quick-Burn Activation Code provides a very simple way to create and burn audio CDs on
Windows. Features: Create multiple discs with the same songs in a very easy way Drag and drop
support Support for WAV and MP3 files Support for both Burnproof and Disc Jukebox Burns
CD/DVDs in the fastest writing speed Supports multiple file lists for multiple discs No root
permissions required Category: Media & Video Utilities Advertisement Quick-Burn
v1.0.0.3Requirements: 2.2+Overview: Quick-Burn is a free application for burning audio CDs on
Windows. Quick-Burn provides a very simple way to create and burn audio CDs on Windows. Drag
and drop support doesn't work on Windows 7, which is quite a problem five the fact that users have
no other option than to select all files manually. The burning engine isn't quite fast though and
sometimes the application moves really slow regardless of the Windows version running on your
system. It doesn't affect the overall system performance, but it needs a lot of time to complete
every burning task. Overall, Quick-Burn is nothing more than a simple burning tool that has to be
significantly improved in order to compete with the top players in the industry. It offers very basic
burning features and nothing more. Quick-Burn is a free application for burning audio CDs on
Windows. Quick-Burn provides a very simple way to create and burn audio CDs on Windows. Drag
and drop support doesn't work on Windows 7, which is quite a problem five the fact that users have
no other option than to select all files manually. The burning engine isn't quite fast though and
sometimes the application moves really slow regardless of the Windows version running on your
system. It doesn't affect the overall system performance, but it needs a lot of time to complete
every burning task. Overall, Quick-Burn is nothing more than a simple burning tool that has to be
significantly improved in order to compete with the top players in the industry. It offers very basic
burning features and nothing more. Related Software Mobi Flash 2.0.1 - Compact Flash is a
powerful yet user-friendly software that allows you to create flash files from videos and images on
your PC. No knowledge of editing Flash is needed. Mobi Flash works with all major... DriflCD
Studio 1.0.0 - DriflCD is a drag-and-drop 77a5ca646e
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Burning ISO file and MP3/WAV files to CD and DVD disc in a matter of seconds. 35 Comments
show all comments Eric Wood • Oct 15, 2011 Thanks to the reviews, I downloaded the file and
burned all the ISO files I downloaded via this program without a hitch. So I don’t need another tool
at all. Martin Strasser • Oct 16, 2011 So what’s the problem with that? This is the only program I
can think of that is so restrictive that it’s not worth mentioning that it doesn’t support Win7. And it
is all-inclusive, because it has a script to burn a disc. And with the right switches you can burn a
whole playlist of files into an iso. For example: -script (dvd,1) [path\to\files\to\burn\to\dvd.dvd]
-script (cd,2) [path\to\files\to\burn\to\cd.cd] To reduce the amount of files to be burned, just use a
wildcard to burn everything in the path\to\files\to\burn directory. You can use it to write a disc, a
folder, a playlist, whatever. I just used this to burn an ISO, and it worked without a problem. Mike
Kane • Oct 17, 2011 Nice, I do not own any video editing software, this might help with my current
project. joel • Oct 17, 2011 Is this a replacement for Image DVD? Daniel Danford • Oct 17, 2011
One of the biggest problems with Quick-Burn is that it doesn’t really tell you what it is you’re doing.
So if you happen to press the wrong button when your trying to burn a CD, well that’s how it burns
– you can’t go back and fix it after the fact. I have tried it a few times, and at best it only burned
one CD. If it worked as it should, it would be great, but it doesn’t. Farhan • Oct 17, 2011 it’s all
about image dvd by visual dvd studio Bruce Henderson • Oct 17, 2011 I want to

What's New in the Quick-Burn?
Quick-Burn will burn Audio CDs, and MP3, WAV, WMA, XM, and OGG files to CD-RW/DVDRW disks. Quick-Burn can burn to CD-RW, DVD-RW, or CD-R disks. It can create audio CDs
from MP3, WAV, WMA, OGG, and XM files. It can also burn to MP3, WAV, WMA, OGG, and
XM CDs and then to CD-RW/DVD-RW disks. Description: Quick-Burn will burn Audio CDs, and
MP3, WAV, WMA, XM, and OGG files to CD-RW/DVD-RW disks. Quick-Burn can burn to CDRW, DVD-RW, or CD-R disks. It can create audio CDs from MP3, WAV, WMA, OGG, and XM
files. It can also burn to MP3, WAV, WMA, OGG, and XM CDs and then to CD-RW/DVD-RW
disks. Key Features: • Build a CD: create an audio CD from MP3, WAV, WMA, XM, and OGG
files. • Build a DVD: create a DVD/VCD from WAV, WMA, XM, and OGG files. • Record
directly from the MP3 player and listen to it later. • Easy to use. • Manage your MP3s and WAVs
by dragging and dropping them on the application. • Sort by Artist, Album, and by Date. • A Drag
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and Drop interface, No need to select the files and then burn. • Create your CD and DVD with a
single click. • Burn CDs and DVDs to CD-RW/DVD-RW disks. • Open, create, add and edit CD
and DVD Bookmarks. • Create audio CDs from MP3 and WAV files. • Support for WMA
(Windows Media Audio) files. • Automatic file naming. • Two comboboxes (File List and Title
list) to add files. • Quick Burning and Burnproof support. • Double click on the window title to
open a selected file. • Supports drag and drop files. • Supports multiple files burning. • Supports
multiple file burning. • Supports multiple file burning. • Supports multiple file burning. • Supports
multiple file burning. • Supports multiple file burning. • Supports multiple file burning. • Supports
multiple file burning. • Supports multiple file burning. &
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System Requirements For Quick-Burn:
OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 Processor: 800 MHz Pentium II, 1 GHz AMD Athlon, or equivalent
Memory: 128MB RAM Graphics: VGA compatible graphic adapter, 128MB RAM Hard Drive:
10MB available space Internet Connection: DSL or cable modem Input: Soundcard, CD-ROM,
USB port System requirements can change over time, please consult the product page for the latest
information. ADDITIONAL LANGUAGES This
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